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FOREWORD
To prepare for a vacation to Costa Rica
a few years ago, I read guidebooks, visited online forums, and
took Spanish classes. But visiting the Latin American country
only increased my curiosity about the region. It wasn’t so long
ago that I would never have dreamed of stepping foot in most
countries in Central or South America.
But my trips to Costa Rica, Mexico, and most recently,
Guatemala changed that. Where I once imagined danger
existed, I found friendliness and hospitality. In a part of the
world where some say trips are best experienced as part of a
cruise or guided tour, I enjoyed the freedom of independent
travel.
My fixation with Latin America extends beyond vacations.
Each morning I scan the newspaper to find out what’s going
on south of the border. To go with my love of food from the
region, I’ve developed a taste for alternative Latin American
music. I now count among my favorite movies those shot in
Mexico and performed entirely in Spanish.
It didn’t occur to me that I was immersing myself in Latin
American culture at home until a couple of years ago when I
got the itch to start a blog. I liked the idea of blogging, but I
couldn’t think of a topic that would hold my interest. I broke



this mental logjam by heeding the advice of my favorite selfhelp blogger to “write about what you do.”
Since starting Travelojos in December of 2008, I’ve never lacked
thought-provoking topics to write about. Pointing out the flaws
in the conventional wisdom about Mexico and other countries
never gets old. Focusing on customs and habits of Latin
Americans often yields interesting insights about life in the U.S.
But one of the most rewarding parts of blogging has been
connecting with other travel writers who also focus on Latin
America. Nearly all of the contributors to this e-book maintain
a blog from which they regularly offer their own perspective
about the region. The idea behind the e-book is to offer a
platform from which bloggers in this niche can demonstrate
what makes them and Latin America so special.
This theme seemed to have struck a chord. Earlier in the year,
when I explained this project to David Miller, the Patagoniabased Senior Editor with Matador Travel, he e-mailed me back
saying:
I like the ‘spirit’ behind this project. . . presenting life in latin
america at ground level. . .tying it back into appreciation/
recognizing/valuing certain things that for some people have
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become abstractions (“family”, “culture”) but which are still
tangible/concrete realities lived out in everyday life down here.
Each one of the e-book’s 29 contributors held true to David’s
vision. Cathy Brown did it by explaining why it was the right
choice for her family to trade the so-called “American dream”
for a simpler life in Argentina. Conner Gorry’s narrative about a
typical day in Cuba highlights the simple pleasures of living life
in the slow lane. Lauren Quinn’s story about gathering courage
at the beginning of a solo trip through Colombia shows how
conquering fear is often the first step to enjoying a great
adventure.
Many of the entries reveal as much about the writers
themselves as they do about Latin America. David Lee opted
for salsa lessons instead of learning Spanish when he moved to
Medellin, Colombia this year. Eileen Smith’s favorite aspect of
the Chileans is their ingenuity. It’s Latin Americans’ propensity
for joyfulness that keeps drawing Tracy Barnett back to the
region.
I hope this e-book and the insights of its contributors provoke
your curiosity about Latin America. If it does, give in to the urge
to visit the region and share your experiences with your friends.
Or, start a blog—in which case, I’ll see you on the blogsophere.
- Steven Roll
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SOLA

The luggage carousel groaned under the
humming neon lights. An anxious fist squeezed my stomach.
I’d arrived—sola.
I’d done my research, booked my hostel, reassured my mother.
But the reality of traveling alone in Colombia came cascading
down as I watched my flight’s luggage topple and spin around
the lonesome carousel.
I was there.
It was a ballsy move.
I was a monolingual,
5’10” gringa on my first
solo trip. I wasn’t exactly
the ideal candidate for
backpacking solo around
a country infamous for
paramilitaries, guerilla
warfare and cocaine.
Windshield wipers swatted back and forth as my official taxi
glided through the gray Bogotá morning. I took in the sights:



suited men bustling down sidewalks, school kids waiting for
buses, shopkeepers hosing down sidewalks. It didn’t look too
dissimilar to any other city.
I learned a lot on that first solo trip, and Colombia was my
teacher. I learned self-reliance, how to push myself beyond my
comfort zone, how to communicate with a toddler’s vocabulary.
But most of all, I learned that the world’s not something to be
afraid of. Dangers abound and risks shouldn’t be taken lightly;
men will sleaze on you, touts will harass you, pickpockets will
pickpocket.
But there’s too much beauty in the world, too much to learn
and experience in a country like Colombia, to let any of that
hold you back. Sure, it wears you down at times, but it’s part
of what it means to be female. And traveling, for me, is part of
what it means to be alive.
Bogota became human to me as we drove its streets that
morning—more than its gritty, one-dimensional reputation.
When the cab pulled up beside the brightly painted “hostel”
sign, I stepped out, and into my Latin American adventure.

By Lauren Quinn. Lauren is a travel addicted freelance writer. Read about her experiences on Lonely
Girl Travels. Lauren’s work has appeared on World Hum, Matador, BootsnAll and in the San Francisco
Chronicle. She writes for NileGuilde, blogs for the Huffington Post and posts from this blog are syndicated
on lonelyplanet.com. Follow her on Twitter at @travelerlauren.
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RISING
SOLA

When not whoring through exotic
locales, I teach high school English, which means waking up
every morning at 6am, weekday or not. One Sunday in Caracas,
I woke up late: 6:30. Bad idea. As is typical of Latin America,
even in a capital city of almost five million people, everything
within walking distance of my $30 room at the Hotel Harmony
was shuttered with metal roll-down barriers.
Even McDonald’s was closed, an infuriating circumstance as
I realized how much of a panacea sleep-inducing pancakes
would have been at that moment. No dice. I ate a couple of
stale ham and cheese pastries at a dusty luncheonette on the
corner and straggled back to the room under the increasing
heat with day-old clothes, the desire and inability to sleep, and
a vacuous hole in my social schedule, since no one in the whole
damn city would be up before noon.
I caught the bus to the largest mall in Latin America around ten,
thinking that it’d be open, since shopping is Venezuela’s most
popular sport after baseball. Wrong. I headed back toward the
hotel via Sabana Grande, a blue light retail district with bootleg
DVDs, knock-off handbags, and mannequins with triple-Ds.
Some of the stores were just opening, and because of a



tremendous shopping snafu in Bogotá a few days before, I was
in dire need of a new, clean, shirt. All the stores featured t-shirts
in Foreign English—”Look Me,” “Red Knorth Crazy,” “Nigth’s
Gangsta”—phrases that couldn’t remotely pass as intentionally
ungrammatical or witty.
For all my love of the varied permutations of vernacular English,
I’m a purist when it comes
to indecipherable gibberish
and my wardrobe. Finally,
the mall opened, I had
lunch at Wendy’s (I’m so
over arepas) and phoned
my good buddy George,
security guard and parttime stripper, who was
involucrado for most of the
day. That inspired me to
hit a nearby cybercafe and
investigate the prospects
for my own afternoon of
involucrado-ness. Trust me,
involucrado is how you
want to spend a Sunday in
Caracas.

By Ernest White II. On his blog Fly Brother, Ernest tackles international travel in unabridged, unapologetic,
full and complete color. Follow him on Twitter at @FlyBrother.
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NISOLA
MODO

“Ni modo” is a common expression

in Mexico and other Latin American countries. There really
isn’t a direct translation to English, the best attempt would
be “whatever” with a shrug of the shoulders. “You can’t do
anything about it so ni modo”. “Eh, she cut in front of everyone
in line, ni modo” or “I work fourteen hours a day for 100 pesos,
ni modo”. “The government is corrupt and won’t ever change,
ni modo”.
In some ways I think this is an excellent approach to life, it
would save millions of people from ulcers and heart attacks if
they could embrace “ni modo”. If “first world” citizens could take
a little “ni modo” lesson, there might not be such a backlog of
lawsuits in the courts, there might be fewer incidents of road
rage and crimes of passion and overall the world would just
be a much nicer place. There is something to be said for the
Mexicans’ relaxed attitude towards life’s little glitches.

In a democratic country with more than 100 million citizens,
one would think that the people of Mexico would band
together to make some changes. But, in a culture of “ni modo”,
they just go about their days, working hard and trying to take
care of their families, unaware of the power of the populace.
One hundred million people should be able to get this country
on track. “Ni modo” is great when stuck in traffic, but when a
nation is stuck in an developmental rut, perhaps it’s time to
switch to the phrase “Si, podemos!” (“Yes, we can!”).
Pero, ni modo, I’m just a foreigner in this fine land, what can I
do?

On the other hand, “ni modo” might be part of the reason
Mexico is still considered to be a developing country. With
the history of corruption in the government, it’s difficult for
any Mexican person to have trust that their vote has any
significance. Instead of voting, they say “ni modo”.



By Kelly McLaughlin. Check out Cancun Canuck for the details on the loca life of a Canadian mom living and
working in the Mexican Caribbean paradise. Follow her on Twitter at @cancuncanuck.
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FLOW
SOLA

There are soldiers the night you get to

La Ticla. Federales. But then who cares as long as they stay up
in their truck with the little glowing cherries of their cigarettes.
What matters is the punta.
The waves look head-high and peeling, obviously good to
go even in the darkness with the wave-sound making you
somewhat nervous but in an alive way different from the dead
nervousness you might feel if the soldiers climbed down and
started asking you questions, and shit, look at that set peeling
in the moonlight -- how will it look tomorrow?

road and follow the dry riverbed to the mouth just because it
seemed an epic way to enter a place--and there’s some kind
of flow that occurs if you just follow water where it goes--but
then you saw headlights---a pickup playing ranchero rolled up,
two cabrones saying ¡que onda!, and then that last sore ride in
the steel bed until being here now on the sand where you’re
already picking up driftwood along the high-tide mark and
building a fire.

You set your board bag down in the sand and rub your shoulder
and keep surveying the terrain. It seems like people are camped
up the beach under a giant palapa. But it’s dark and late and
you’re just fucking claiming this spot the way only kids and
crazy people and maybe monks can.
Your bro mentions banditos and the idling truck of soldiers but
it’s just a mention, a reference, nothing fearful and nothing to
be afraid of really, ever, the stars right there and the waves right
there, and so you defer to the flow of just laying down here
after being in Sayulita 15 hours ago, then two hours ago where
the bus dropped you off and you’d decided to leave the

10

By David Miller. Senior Editor for Matador Network, David blogs on Operating on Stoke about life in
Patagonia with his wife and daughter. Follow him on Twitter at @Dahveed_Miller.
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LASOLA
GENTE

I love Latin America. I’ve been traveling there as

tourist, scholar, reporter, and guidebook writer for 30 years. I
dedicated my absurdly expensive stint with higher education
to its history and politics. I’ve visited almost every country and
know many intimately. Each is different and captivating in its
way, it goes without saying. But of all the countries south of “El
Norte,” none compares to Cuba.

I should know, I’ve been living here since 2002.
I speak Cuban and know the best scams. (You won’t learn ‘¡¿cuál
es la mecánica asere?!’ studying Spanish in Antigua, homestay
or no). My family has a ration book and I commute to meetings
in ‘56 Buicks. I know where to buy condoms for a penny and
procure black market gas. Like anywhere, such practicalities can
be learned over time. But the charm of a place, the underlying
magic that makes here thrum at a higher frequency than there,
dwells within the people.
Bright and early Monday morning, I make my way in a tinny old
Lada to the travel agency. Like everywhere in Latin America,
errands are best run in the morning lest the lights go, the
building springs a leak, or the workers take a 6-hour siesta.
I’m not surprised to find the agency next to the Artificial Rain
Augmentation office. Es Cuba, after all.
At 8:45 the small, windowless room is already packed - there are
four times more people than chairs. As usual, it’s sweltering and
the air conditioning is broken.
A bleach blond with two young girls in tow is ceded one of the
coveted seats. Her daughters play tope, tope, tope while she
chats with the agent. Purchasing a simple plane ticket here is

11

By Conner Gorry. Read all about life in Havana on Conner’s blog Here is Havana. At the Travel Bloggers
Exchange 2010, Conner’s work was selected as among the best in travel writing. She recently authored the
Havana Good Time iPhone Travel Guide.
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LA GENTE (continued)
a slow, inefficient process. There’s not a computer in sight, just a single phone, and tickets are written out by hand. Transactions
are in cash, meaning at this moment there are of thousands of dollars secreted in bras, stuffed into envelopes, and tucked inside
jackets all around me.
To pass the time, we talk about the weather, where to buy rice, and the new soap opera. Those keeping mum are either not Cuban
or have been gone so long they’ve lost their local chops - talking to strangers while waiting is both hobby and sport here.
The dyed-blond mom isn’t having much luck today. Each time Inés María tries to ring the central office - where the computers live
assumedly - the line is busy. She replaces the handset and asks Blondie what grade the girls are in. With each new client’s arrival,
the office grows hotter. A woman wearing the agency’s colors enters at half past nine, proffering a tiny cup of sweet dark coffee to
Ines María who immediately offers Blondie a sip.
“It is so hot in here,” Inés María says to everyone and no one. She picks up the phone, determined to resolve the problem.
“Hola amor. This is your colleague in the sauna calling. Can you come check on this AC? It’s so hot I’m ready to take my clothes off
in front of all these clients and it’s gonna go porno. It won’t be pretty!”
She signs off with kisses for Mr. Fix It’s family and wishes his grandmother a quick recovery.
Blondie’s girls are getting restless. The older one says she has to go to the bathroom.
“It’s right down the hall, sweetie,” Inés María tells her.
Typically - for Cuba - the 8- and 6-year old leave without adult accompaniment to find the public bathroom. We resume talking
about the weather. Suddenly the younger girl is back.
“Mom, she needs toilet paper,” she announces to the now overflowing office. “She has to poop.”
Needing a personal, portable supply of toilet paper; talking openly about bowel movements; sharing conversation and coffee
with strangers while waiting a couple of hours to purchase a plane ticket: this is normal. This is Cuba.

12
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INGENUITY
SOLA

Something about Chile’s geographic

isolation, probably paired with punishing weather and a
historical general lack of available resources has given birth to a
nation of problem-solving.
Did you know you can scrape the finish off of a piece of
furniture with broken glass, make a bungee cord out of old
bicycle innertubes, open a can of tuna with a serrated steak
knife (careful there!)? No problem or lack of materials is
insurmountable in Chile.
In the United States, if
something breaks, you
congratulate yourself for
looking for a replacement
part, rather than throwing
the whole thing away. And
if the part in question is not
available, you hunt down
another store, stopping at
nothing to get the precise
widget you need.

1

Not so in Chile. Here, if someone is told that the exact part they
need to fix a toilet or telephone connection is not available,
they will not slump out of the store defeated. They will instead
think of something else that might work. I’ve seen people
combine bike components that were never meant to meet, and
then pedal away, blissfully and impossibly click-free.
Figuring out flexible solutions is so much a part of Chilean
culture that there are words for it. Ingeniar means to “devise a
clever solution” and a maestro chasquilla is a person who can
fix anything (usually in your house) with maximum gusto and
(probably) minimal code-adherence. Some cautions may apply.
I love this can-do attitude in Chile because it’s a cultural
inheritance from when times were tough and materials scarce.
It’s anti-disposable and pro-repurposing. It also reminds me
of quirky solutions I’ve encountered, like my father’s creative
home-bandaging of a cut that clearly needed stitches without a
trip to the ER. The scar on my hand reminds me that sometimes
the solution that you ingeniar might not be standard practice,
and it might not even be pretty. But it usually works.

By Eileen Smith. Eileen is the Editor at Large for Matador Network. Quirk, travel, and perspective are the main
elements of Eileen’s Chile-centric blog Bear Shaped Sphere. Eileen’s work has appeared on Matador, BootsNAll
Travel Network, and other travel web sites. Follow her on Twitter at @Bearshapedspher.
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INNER-BEAUTY
SOLA
The worst advice I have ever received

was that I should go to Granada or Leon, but not both. That
makes them sound alike but in reality they are as similar as Los
Angeles and New York or Toronto and Vancouver.
Perhaps there is a comparison because of Nicaragua’s history.
For years the two cities waged brutal battles over which city
would be capital. Finally, to keep the peace, Managua was
named capital because of its geographic midpoint. I think both
cities benefited from this as neither has become as dangerous
as taxi-thieving-ridden Managua.
Without knowing anything about either city I went to Granada
first and considered heeding the bad advice until an art student
told me Leon was nothing like Granada and it sported the
best art museum she had been to in Central America. The next
morning when I stepped off the bus in Leon I was shocked at
how different it really was.
Granada is like the pretty blond girl in high school. She’s
attractive, dresses well and people seem to like her. But once
you get to know her you realize she has nothing to say; she’s
just a vessel of beauty. Granada truly is beautiful; with a fresh
coat of paint, you’d never know it’s the oldest colonial city in the
entire Western hemisphere.

1

People often compare it to Antigua and I can see the
resemblance, particularly on Granada’s mango tree street with
English menus featuring pizza, pasta and 2-for-1 mojitos, which
are apparently the drink du jour.
Like the pretty girl who knows all the right people, Granada
is associated with its neighboring surroundings of Laguna de
Apoyo and Ometepe. A lake in a volcano crater? What more
could you want?

By Ayngelina Brogan. Read the superbly titled Bacon Is Magic to find out what happens after Ayngelina leaves
her career, apartment, boyfriend and friends to travel solo through Central America, South America and
beyond. Follow her on Twitter at @Ayngelina.
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INNER-BEAUTY (continued)
I stayed in the Hostel de la Libertine and enjoyed great internet, drinkable tap water and airy dorms. But outside this haven I was
bored, aimlessly wandering the street for something interesting but kept running into the Disney version of Nicaragua. I wanted
more.
Leon is the pretty girl’s best friend. The buildings are in a bit of decay, the sidewalks have lots of upturned stones and there is
graffiti all over the place. No one would say it is the cleanest or prettiest city. But as many soon realize, the pretty girl’s best friend is
more interesting and you may spend all night talking to her when you realize the pretty girl is dead boring. After a while the best
friend starts to look a lot better and you wonder why you didn’t see her beauty in the first place.
Leon has a bit of an edge – in a good way. A university town, the revolution started with an uprising its citizens, which inspired
the Sandinistas to leave the mountains and carry it into the rest of the nation. A liberal city that celebrates its history, murals and
statues are prominent, including one of a Sandinista guerrilla holding a handmade bomb outside a museum that was once a
political prison. T-shirts of Che aren’t the mark of a tourist trap but the sentiment that real people can create change, just as they
did decades ago.
I’ve decided to stay in Leon to take Spanish classes and learn more about Nicaragua, and particularly Leon. Stepping outside my
comfort zone, I’ve arranged with the school to stay with a family. They do not speak English and neither do most people in the city
so this will push me to really connect with people in their language.

1
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STREET
SOLA
FOOD
In Bolivia I go for the salteña, which were

created in Tarija in the country’s south, though the creator was
from Salta, hence the name. Now they’re everywhere in the
country. They’re like an empanada, with a slightly thicker, baked
shell. They’re stuffed with peas, potatoes, and either chicken or
beef in a mildly spicy sauce. After I take a bite out of mine I add
a big dollop of hot sauce, to the inside.
In the Amazon there are
things like grilled grubs
on a stick and acai with
granola, though when I’m
hungry I opt for juanes.
Sort of a jungle tamale,
juanes combine rice,
olives, egg, and a meat
(usually chicken), all
seasoned with tumeric,
and steamed inside of a
banana leaf.
Peru and Mexico are the champions though. Mexico has its
tacos and tortas, sold in carts and wagons that sit in squares
and parking lots. They’re topped with pork shoulder that’s

cooked with herbs and chiles and slow cooked to perfection, or
chorizo, beef, or beer battered fish. Top it with pickled onions,
cheese, and choose from a small selection of hot sauces, all
freshly made, and you have a combination of flavors to set your
taste buds dreaming.
Peruvian food, already cheap, becomes even cheaper in the
street. There’s the anticuchos, the skewered beef hearts that
taste as tender as filet mignon. The humitas, find them in
Cusco’s Plaza de Armas in front of Gato’s Market, are sold either
salty or sweet. For dessert I’m all for the picarones, the deep
fried pumpkin fritters drizzled with canchaca syrup, or the
mazamorra morada, purple corn pudding.
Wherever I go in Latin America, it is the street food that is
one of the first things that catches my attention. It makes
traveling on long bus trips so much more enjoyable when
there is an endless parade of regional foods being offered up
at your window or walking down your aisle. Processed foods
are outnumbered here. The ingredients are usually market
fresh and grown within a five-mile radius. This is locavorism
by necessity; though it exhibits the flavors of the land
exceptionally well for someone passing through.

By Nicholas Gill. A writer and photographer, Nicholas lives in Lima, Peru and Brooklyn, New York. His work

1

has appeared in publications such as the New York Times, Los Angeles Times, CondeNast Traveler, Afar, and National Geographic
Traveler. He’s the author of Frommer’s Honduras and Frommer’s Chile. Visit his personal website (www.nicholas-gill.com), or his
blog New World Review on Latin American food, drinks, & travel. Follow him on Twitter at @newworldreview1.
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AMIGOS
SOLA

With his granddaughter peeking at us

shyly from the corner, he started to roll. And when he finished
rolling, he pressed it, cut it, then lit it. After handing it to me, he
too lit up as I dragged on it, the tip becoming a glowing orange
sunset.
He was impressed with his own handiwork. And so was I.
Thirty minutes before, my wife and I had walked out of our
hotel room in San Diego de los Banos, Cuba — a town wellknown for its local spa’s healing powers. We’d ended up here
by fluke — it was simply the farthest the lone taxi driver in San
Cristobal would take us, after he squeezed us, our bags, and our
bikes in the car.
It was dusk and the streets were still, and as we stepped our
way down the hill, some white and green lycra caught our
attention. It was unusual to see a Cuban wearing a cycling
shirt, pushing a shiny, finely-tuned road bike. I think he sensed
that we were there cycling too, even though we were now in
our civilian clothes. With hardly a formality, we were immersed
in conversation. My faltering Spanish was no match for his
impeccable English, so we continued in my native tongue.
He was a teacher. In fact, the very next day he was taking his

1

students into the country and onto the farms, where they
would pick fruit and learn about where food comes from. His
amigo, an arm’s-length away, stood and nodded politely. Pilo
— the cyclist — introduced us to Pedro. Pedro — in orange
sandals, khaki pants, blue Nike t-shirt, and topped with a big ol’
cowboy hat — was an aging man, yet his smiling face displayed
a youthful side. Pilo explained to us that Pedro was the best
cigar roller in the province of Pinar del Rio and that we — if we
wanted — could visit his workshop; a workshop built into the
back of his home, the oldest building in the town.
Which is how we ended up in this small, dingy room, lit by a
single fluorescent tube overtop a wooden desk covered in dried
tobacco leaves, plastic bags, and the tools of his trade. Shortly
after lighting that hand-rolled cigar, Pedro left us for a minute
and returned with a half-full bottle of rum, his smile even
bigger than before.
We went through a pile of pictures together; images that other
visitors had taken with him and sent back when they returned
home, along with postcards from the Brandenburg Gate, the
Eiffel Tower, the Rialto Bridge. I could see his mind recalling the
memories of these past travelers, his watery eyes betraying his
hardened life.

By Carlo Alcos. Carlo is a contributing editor at Matador Network. Read his blog Vagabonderz for insights,
inspiration, and some damn fine photography from around the world. He goes by @vagab0nderz on Twitter.
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AMIGOS (continued)

We took pictures too, and collected his address, promising to send him pictures when we returned home. On the way out, he
proudly showed us his rusting bike, parked behind the table on which his daughter was preparing dinner.
And to think, we were planning on just staying inside and watching some TV.

1
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LEISURE
SOLA

One of the hardest things to get used
to in the U.S. is the
loneliness, my friend told
me at his party a few years
ago. He had moved to
Maryland from Mexico as a
teenager. Happily married
and successful in his career,
he’s the picture of the
American dream.
I’ve met his parents,
siblings, aunts, and cousins.
They’re a gregarious group
who know how to enjoy
life.
My extended family’s
gatherings are about as often as the next funeral or wedding.
We’ve never come close socializing as much as my friend’s
family.
I was baffled by his admission that he felt lonely.

1

It wasn’t until I visited Guadalajara last summer that I began to
understand what he meant.
As I walked with my wife and kids along the huge public
squares in the middle of the city’s historic district, we saw
parents playing with their children families and couples kissing.
It all seemed perfectly natural. But the scene was a sharp
contrast to suburban USA.
I’m always amazed at all of the people who live on my street
who I hardly ever see. We’re all relaxing in our air-conditioned
houses before our next car trip to work or our kids’ soccer
games.
When it was time to leave Guadalajara, we took a cab to the bus
station. Like every other cab driver we had met there, he knew
more about the U.S. than we knew about Mexico. His wife and
children were living with his mother near San Francisco, he told
us. He was planning to join them in a few months.
But as much as he loved his family, he didn’t seem to be looking
forward to their new life. “All there is in the U.S. is work,” he said.
“We have more freedom here.”

By Steven Roll. On his blog Travelojos, Steve writes exclusively about traveling to and living in Latin America.
His work has appeared on Matador Network and other blogs. Follow him on Twitter at @travelojos.
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HISTORY
SOLA

I’ve lived in
Mexico for
more than
13 years, first in the
peaceful colonial
town of San Miguel
de Allende, and
now in the chaotic
whirlwind of Mexico City. Often when I tell people I live here,
the response is a combination of bewilderment and horror.
Although many see Mexico City as a dangerous, dirty and
chaotic place, it’s remarkable how calm and Zen-like so many
of its inhabitants are. I think the backdrop of history, myth and
religion are part of the explanation. Americans are used to
“antiques” that are 50 years old. “Retro” seems like yesterday.
But living in a place with so much history offers a long view of
human existence, which is both comforting and humbling.
Settled in1325 by the Aztecs, Mexico City is the oldest urban
center in the western hemisphere. And while the Aztecs were
conquered by the Spanish, their influence remains. The ruins of
the Templo Mayor, where Montezuma watched ceremonies of
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human sacrifice, are right in the middle of town.
Tongue-tying place names like Tenochtitlan, Popocatepetl,
Iztacihuatl, Nezahualcoyotl, and Chapultepec fill the map of the
city. You’ll find more than 800 Moctezumas listed in the Mexico
City phone book. Construction workers routinely uncover
remains of the great Aztec empire. Even the metro has its own
Aztec ruins, the altar of Ehectal, god of winds, is at the Pino
Suarez stop.
The aura of pre-Christian Mexico appears in updated versions,
too. Conchero dancers, clad in Aztec/Las Vegas attire, are seen
around Mexico City’s Zócalo (main plaza) and at fiestas all over
the country. The splendid Art Deco interiors of the Palacio de
Bellas Artes and the funky, psychedelic ceiling of the Pulqueria
Las Duelistas are just two examples of architecture that
incorporates Aztec motifs.
Living in a place that trembles with frequent earthquakes, one
learns to live with the basic insecurity of life. Reminders that all
this has endured for more than 700 years, helps to keep your
balance.

By Jim Johnston. Jim is an artist and writer who lives in Mexico City.
He blogs at www.mexicocitydf.blogspot.com and www.liveonarrival.blogspot.com. His book Mexico City: An
Opinionated Guide for the Curious Traveler is available on Amazon.
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ESPAÑOL
SOLA

My interest in Mexico began, perhaps as it

did for Cortez: while drinking at a bar in Madrid. While my
European friends chatted in Spanish and German and English,
the latter solely for my benefit, it occurred to me that I was
the only traveler among us who wasn’t multilingual. As a
professional journalist, I’d spent a lifetime mastering my mother
tongue, but I could hardly utter a complete sentence in another
language. Talk about humbling.
Rather than spend a fortune studying overseas, I set out to
conquer Spanish in the New World. I chose Mexico because,
from my Californian perspective, it made sense. I found a
reputable school in Puebla (where the battle of Cinco de
Mayo took place), and off I went. I spent the next four months
immersed in the language and culture. I stayed with a kind,
retired couple who humored my early attempts to speak
Spanish and whose young grandson served as a decoy for
nudging me along. ¡Miren las palomas! Qué bonitos están, they’d
say, pointing toward the pigeons that flocked to the city’s main
square.

lost in translation — and how difficult it is to relay some phrases
literally at all. What’s more, I can appreciate the beauty of Nobel
Prize winner Octavio Paz’s words as he originally wrote them.
Take this gorgeous passage from the short story El Ramo Azul:
Pensé que el universo era un vasto sistema de señales, una
conversación entre seres inmensos. Mis actos, el serrucho del grillo,
el parpadeo de la estrella, no eran sino pausas y sílabas, frases
dispersas de aquel diálogo. ¿Cuál sería esa palabra de la cual yo
era una sílaba? ¿Quién dice esa palabra y a quién se la dice?
For me, Spanish unlocked the door to a whole new world of
expression, a vast universe of knowledge and understanding. I
want to share the wealth with everyone.

I struggled a lot, so much so that I joked with my conversation
guides: “I speak Spanish like a bull in a talavera pottery shop!”
But, just as Mexicans ultimately won their independence, so did
I. As a wordsmith, I can now truly appreciate how much gets
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By Rebecca Smith Hurd. Rebecca writes about her experiences in Puebla, the culinary and Colonial capital of
Mexico, on her website, AllAboutPuebla.com. Follow her on Twitter at @AllAboutPuebla. Check out All About
Puebla’s Facebook Fan Page.
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GENEROSITY
SOLA
It was
Christmas Eve,
2008 and my

family had just joined
me in our new home
in Antigua, Guatemala.
The kids were wound
up after a week in
the hotel and were
running through the house, enjoying the perfect year-round
temperatures here and the open, colonial style home when I
heard a scream and the terrifying sound of breaking glass.
As I ran to the front door I saw that my 8 year old daughter had
managed to push both of her arms all the way through the
plate-glass windows which ran the length of the previously
gorgeous French doors.
The details of how and why didn’t matter…the multiple
lacerations on both arms were about eight inches long and
gaping, and I knew stitches would be required. For a moment I
panicked, realizing I didn’t have a car yet, didn’t know where the
hospital was, and didn’t even know what my options would be
at 9pm on Christmas Eve.
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A moment later I was on the phone with my only real Englishspeaking contact in the city: my real estate agent. I explained
the problem and he said, “Don’t worry, I’ll take care of
everything”. Five minutes later a taxi picked us up, and within
minutes we were at a small private hospital, where my real
estate agent was waiting!
A Doctor and two nurses met us, diagnosed the problems and
within 5 minutes my daughter was getting stitched up. Just
45 minutes after that I was standing at the administration desk
with her prescriptions already filled. The bill for the emergency
room, the stitches, and the antibiotics came to Q600 (about
$70), and the real estate agent had stayed with us the entire
time, translating and even telling my daughter stories to keep
her distracted from the gruesome business of 39 stitches.
I’ll never forget that night, one which could have been awful,
but which brought out so many benefits of living in Latin
America; the low cost of quality health care, the lack of red tape,
the unbelievable generosity of our new friend and the patience
of the taxi driver who drove us round trip for $10. Nearly
two years later I’ve come to understand this is the status quo.
Welcome to GuateLiving.

By Mark Francis. Check out Mark’s blog Guate Living, where he breaks all the rules about what expats are
supposed to say, and not say, in Guatemala. He is working on a print version of Guate Living that will be titled “A
Year in Guatemala.” An e-book is in the works called “Investing Off-Shore in Guatemala for Profit and Fun.”
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DRINK
SOLA

The sun blazed overhead and tiny beads
of perspiration began to form on my forehead and upper lip.
After a few minutes on the wind-swept beach in Necochea,
Argentina, surrounded by a veritable sea of sunbathers and
colorful beach umbrellas, I concluded that I could really use
some sort of liquid refreshment.

I sauntered over to the snack bar to peruse the offerings, and
the very first item on the rather limited chalkboard menu
announced in bold lettering: AGUA CALIENTE $1. I did a double
take, as I couldn’t imagine anything less thirst-quenching on a
scorching summer day than some hot water.
Though I was left scratching my head at the beverage choices,
any Argentine worth his salt knows exactly what to do with
that steaming hot water: prepare mate (pronounced mahtay). Argentines never need much of an excuse to drink their
beloved infusion, which is often compared to a strong herbal
or green tea. When relaxing – either alone or with friends – no
matter when or where, mate is the beverage of choice for just
about every Argentine.

flavor, what I do appreciate about mate is its significance as a
ritual and the way it brings people together.
The act of preparing mate is comforting in and of itself, and the
joy of sharing it with others strengthens bonds. An invitation
to share mate is considered an honor and a sign of friendship.
It also offers something to do to pass the time, especially when
you’re by yourself. As my boyfriend’s aunt once put it, “When
you’re alone, mate is your friend – it keeps you company.”
So, if you’re sitting at home thinking that your taste buds could
use a little high adventure,
perhaps you’ll consider trying
mate. Take a sip and discover the
flavor of friendship – Argentina
style.

Many people raised outside the tradition of mate don’t care
much for the taste. Although I don’t particularly enjoy the
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By Katie Alley. On Seashells and Sunflowers, Katie shares her musings and reflections on Argentine culture,
food and current events from the perspective of an extranjera living in a small coastal city. Follow Katie on
Twitter at @Katiealley.
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CONVERSAR
SOLA

Flying from Santiago to Punta Arenas

always raises the prospect of superb views of the Andes and
Chile’s beautiful Lake District if you get a seat on the left side of
the plane. I was disappointed to discover that I had not been
allocated a window seat, but no matter, I should be able to
look across my neighbours on this beautiful clear morning. The
plane was packed and boarding was fraught as people tried to
find their allocated seat.
I lodged myself in 3C. In 3B was an Englishman whose wife
was in 4C. “Will you swap with my wife so we can sit together?”
he asked. I looked at
his wife and she said
apologetically “There
are children”, pointing
to 4A and B. “That’s
OK”, I replied and we
changed seats, so that
the pair of them could
read their books and
not talk to each other
all the way down the
southern half of Chile.
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Maybe the mother and two daughters would let me look across
at the mountains. Not a bit of it. Seven-year-old Yarela had
the shade down most of the way and, anyway, as her mother
Verónica said, it’s so much better to “conversar”. So I found
out how little English Yarela had learnt at school, how much
Verónica had forgotten and how many English words for parts
of the body we could cram in before Yarela started playing with
the headphones or the snacks provided by LAN airlines.
Verónica’s husband was in the military and had just been
posted to Punta Arenas for seven years, so she was taking their
girls to visit him for the first time. She is a marathon runner, but
has let training slip while the girls are growing up. The base in
Santiago was a good place for putting in the kilometres.
Would the girls suffer from the pressure changes as we landed?
What is landing like anyway? For Yarela it was a doddle and as
for 6-month old Constanza, not a peep. Who needs views of
volcanoes when you can share stories and, if you are like the
baby, have a real good sleep.

By Ben Box. Ben is the editor of South American Handbook, now in its 86th edition. It is the longest
established travel guide in the English language market.
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FAIRY
SOLA
TALE

As an expat in Costa Rica, I adopted a

distinct definition of the country’s beloved catch-all phrase,
“pura vida.” And it took the surprise of, the morning after my
house was ransacked and robbed, finding the neighborhood
thief at the local grocery store — rocking my women’s sneakers.
To me, Costa Rica thrives on chaos that is without any apparent
solution, because when you least expect it, the problem fixes
itself with an almost fairy-tale like quality. Worrying always feels
silly in the end.

and word spread through town that a new girl had caught him
wearing her shoes. I became a bit of a local celebrity.
In less than 24 hours, I earned a place in the community, my
loneliness solved. Thanks to my new coterie of best girlfriends,
I was never without a computer, and I eventually paid off that
debt. Just when my world looked like it was about to come
crashing down, I was handed a new, full life, with people willing
to give a stranger the clothes off their backs. I’ve said it before:
Mario, you suck, but thank you.

I moved to the heart of tiny Playas del Coco many thousands
of dollars in debt, lonely, without any local friends. I needed an
oasis, but instead, disaster struck quickly. On day four, I came
home from dinner to find my one-room home completely
ransacked. My beloved Mac PowerBook was gone, among many
other items, and every book, paper and piece of clothing was
strewn on the floor. Muddy footprints covered the place.
I couldn’t afford a new computer, and now I had nowhere
to sleep. The house was a mess, and I was spooked. But my
neighbors came to the rescue. Brynn offered me her bed, Lisa
(who I’d literally just met and still called me “Gabby”), a laptop.
The next morning, we bumped into our barrio’s thief, Mario
– and he was shamelessly wearing the women’s Nikes that were
stolen from my house. All the locals wanted him locked up,
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By Abby Tegnelia. A celebrity gossip journalist from NYC, Las Vegas and LA, Abby Tegnelia left her fast-paced
city lifestyle to embrace the good life in tiny Playas del Coco, Costa Rica. She shares her scoops on The Jungle
Princess. Follow her on Twitter at @abbytegnelia.
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BUSES
SOLA

When I took my trip home to England

for Christmas, I realized it was the first time I boarded a plane in
over a year.

£40 each way, the “cama VIP” service provided an armchairlike leather seat that fully reclined, a hot meal, a glass of wine,

I shouldn’t have been that surprised. One of the reasons I
decided to base myself in South America was so I could do
more overland travel and fly less. This turned out to be even
easier than I thought. Last year I managed to travel extensively
across Peru, Bolivia, Chile, Argentina and Uruguay. Once even I
hopped to Patagonia for the weekend.
It’s all down to the good, old long-distance bus. Admittedly
those in Bolivia and Peru were a little lacking, but Argentina’s
system is – as countless travelers in South America have
discovered – outstanding.
Argentinian buses have certainly become more expensive over
recent years but they still remain the best I’ve ever experienced.
Argentinians seem surprised when I tell them this. “They are
sooo much better than the buses in the US,” I qualify. This really
knocks them for six.
My last trip was 16 hours overnight, from Buenos Aires to San
Juan with these guys (www.SanJuanMardelPlata.com.ar). For
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onboard movies and, in an interesting new twist, wifi access.
Ok, the wifi access was sporadic, the food was plain and the
wine wasn’t the province’s finest, but nonetheless, six years
after boarding my first Argentinian bus, I remain impressed.
If you’re going to traverse this vast country overland, this is

By Vicky Baker. Read Going Local Travel for tips on getting off Latin America’s beaten track. Follow her on
Twitter at @vickybaker.
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BUSES (continued)

certainly the way to do it.
The thing I love most about living in Buenos Aires is you can choose to take an overnight bus north, south, east or west and you’ll
end up in the jungle, the plains of Patagonia, the Andes or the heart of the Uruguayan pampas. It’s an amazing feeling waking
up somewhere so different and it has so much more impact that boarding a plane. In Argentina, it’s particularly important to
appreciate the vast, empty spaces in between the sights to really get a feel of the land.
I’d encourage anyone to take at least one long-distance bus in Argentina, even if they are only on a short trip. Puerto Iguazú is a
good choice from Buenos Aires.
Recently I’ve heard rumors of it being cheaper to fly to Iguazu than to get the bus. This would be a shame. I’d hate to see shoddy
budget flights overtaking the bus industry. Flying with Aerolineas Argentinas already has an extra incentive for locals as they get a
reduced rate compared to foreigners.
One thing they don’t have here, unlike the US and Europe, is bus passes that last a month or so. The difficulty is there is no
Greyhound or National Express monopoly here. Perhaps that’s why they’ve made more of a success of it? Competition has kept
them on their toes.
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SALSA
SOLA

To my surprise, I managed to remain

upright in spite of the copious amounts of Medellín Añejo
rum I’d been consuming. It was Saturday night in Barranquilla,
Colombia, and I’d been dancing in circles to the merengue and
salsa for hours. As with most bars and clubs in the country,
there was a dire lack of floor space; I struggled to protect my
petite date from bumping into the metal chairs around us.
Taking my eyes off her briefly, I surveyed the Oasis Café Bar to
savor the moment.
Groups of friends and
couples, large and
small, were situated
around tables on which
usually sat a bottle of
rum or anise-flavored
aguardiente in a bucket
of ice. Little white
plastic cups littered the
tables and floor. Many
Colombians prefer to
drink their liquor in the form of shots, only sipping soda or ice
water as a chaser.
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A thick cloud of artificial fog diffused the green laser lights
flashing across the large, rectangular room. Every inch of free
space was taken up by people dancing to the mix of Latin music
blaring from the club’s sound system.
Throughout my life, I’d always been a wallflower, too selfconscious to dance. Everything changed when I landed in
Colombia, where salsa music permeates daily life and inspired
me to learn. Instead of Spanish lessons, I signed up for classes
at a dance studio. I practiced weekly with my Colombian
friends, and continued my efforts while living back in the
United States.
As my salsa skills began to improve, I picked up the basics of
other Latin dance styles, including merengue, cha-cha, bachata,
and reggaeton. The Colombians’ approach to salsa taught me
that dancing isn’t about showing off the most complicated
combinations in your repertoire, it’s about having fun and
connecting with your partner.
Back in Barranquilla, there’s no place in the world I’d rather have
been that night then dancing in those dizzying circles with my
beautiful partner.

By David Lee. David is the creator of the Medellien Living blog, which is a window into Colombian culture
as written by expats who choose to call the “City of the Eternal Spring” home. Connect with other Medellien
lovers on the Medellin Living’s Facebook Fan Page. Follow David on Twitter at @Rtwdave.
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FLEXIBILITY
SOLA

“Se cayó la mandíbula.” The jaw fell.
I said this the other afternoon in my painting class, after the
crashing noise we heard just before the music stopped. See, the
top lid to the stereo is broken, and we keep this huge jawbone
on top of it to make the CD work.
One of the most
important things I’ve
learned from living in
Latin America is how
to be resourceful and
find a creative solution
to a problem. That, and
flexibility.
Like the time we were building new cabañas in my company’s
first hotel in Tulum, Mexico. We were barely scraping by and
were using every centavo to pay for the expansion, which
meant there weren’t enough hammers to go around for
everyone. I was helping, too, which meant there was no
hammer for me. I used a rock. It worked just fine.

our office building swore that there was no way to get it fixed
within the next month, because all the A/C techs were all busy.
So we bought a portable fan for each person. When that wasn’t
enough, we moved to home office. Our marketing team, who
generally worked together to collaborate on projects and tasks,
went to Starbucks, where they worked for over a month.
And then there’s the things you go through to try to avoid
the complicated red tape that makes your life feel like a Kafka
novel. At one point, we remodeled a building on the edge of
our first hotel in Tulum to use as the new reception area. It was
right by the road, it was only a minor remodeling, and it was
a job we could easily get done in two days, so rather than go
through the extremely time consuming, difficult, and expensive
process of obtaining a building permit, one of our managers
suggested we rent a bus and park it in front of the building so
anyone driving by wouldn’t see the construction.
Now, would you have come up with an idea like that? Probably
not, unless you’ve been living in Latin America for awhile. This
is a place where the unexpected often occurs, and life is a big
challenge as you try to come up with a creative solution to each
situation. It’s all about being resourceful...and flexible.

Or the time our air conditioning broke in our office in the
middle of a hot, humid Buenos Aires summer. The owner of
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By Holly Elizabeth Worton. An entrepreneur in the ecohotel and alternative spa and travel industry, Holly
blogs about sustainability in the travel industry at Ecohotelology. Find out her thoughts on recipes, reading,
and life in Latin America on Zahirah’s World. Follow her on Twitter at @ecohotelology and @zahirah. She has
Facebook Fan Pages for both Zahira’s World and Ecohotelology.
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GOAL
SOLA

Mundial. It is magic to any Latin

American’s ears. Those seven characters hold the possibility of a
dream: victory and immortality. It rallies nations, uniting them
in a sea of patriotic colors, all rooting for one common goal: to
bring home the coveted 11 pound, 18 karat gold trophy of two
human figures holding up the world.
In Latin America, a World Cup win becomes a reference point
in history, like before and after Christ. All that happened before
and all that happened after are important only because of that
one pivotal moment in history where the country reached its
pinnacle of perfection, taking home the trophy. And every four
years after, they are waiting for the second coming, or the sixth
if you are Brazilian. Then there is Argentina with its bacchanal
football God: Diego Maradona, a man the country lives and
dies by to bring their team back to glory while he still dwells
in human form. Uruguay, a nation of only three million people
that holds its own among countries six times its size, is best
known for winning the first ever World Cup in 1930 and the
1950 Maracanazo, where Uruguay defeated Brazil in their home
stadium. One of the biggest upsets in all football history.
With only seven games to mark their place in history, every
nail-biting minute counts. During the World Cup every person
transforms into the coach of his or her national football team,
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right down to grandmothers. There is no escaping it. World Cup
is all consuming: it is
the only thing talked
about, thought about,
or cared about. The
only real news during
World Cup month is
football news, all else
is a trivial matter in
comparison to how
their jersey is faring in
group play.
This competition, played on a world stage, is much more than
just a game. It is a celebration of a nation, of a shared history,
of a beloved homeland. Player’s blood, sweat and tears are
the collective wounds of a country bound together in feverish
nationalism. The player’s are the chosen ones, the vessels of
national pride, charged with defending the country’s honor and
fighting to a victorious end. While the World Cup is a struggle
that has the ability to bring out the best and worst in a nation,
it never fails to elicit the most defining characteristic of all Latin
Americans, and that is their passion.

By Nora Walsh. A marketing executive in the travel industry, Nora has traveled throughout Latin America. She
is a frequent contributor to the Travelojos blog.
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CHILD’S
SOLAPLAY
I went to the bank the other day.

Just needed to make a small deposit and get my bankbook
updated. Should only take, uhm...an hour or two!
Where I used to live, Ontario, Canada the same transactions
would have had me in and out in a matter of moments. But now
I live on Roatan, the largest of the Bay Islands, Honduras.
I stand in line, waiting
my turn, glancing at
the line reserved for
those with special
needs; the elderly
gentleman—leaning
on a walking stick, the
young woman—her
skirt stretched over
her protruding belly.

Ahead of me, eight people wait their turn to be served.
Beside one of them, a little girl, her dark, long hair plaited, her
smock—simple, on her dusty feet—flip flops. She holds tight
to her mother’s hand. I smile at her; she smiles back, revealing a
gaping hole where two front teeth will soon emerge.
Twenty minutes later, the little girl still holds fast to her
mother’s hand, and has begun softly chanting a Spanish
nursery rhyme to amuse herself.
Another hour goes by, and the little girl and her mother stand
at the counter in-front of one of the tellers. The little girl with
the plaited hair waits while her mother does her banking.
She hasn’t complained about how long it takes, she doesn’t
whine that she wants to go play, or to McDonald’s for lunch.
She smiles at me again as she skips out of the bank—still
holding tight to her mother’s hand.

There are two other wickets open. A shop owner stands at
one, pushing his hand through his hair, waiting for the teller
to stamp and re-stamp his papers. Next to him, a construction
worker, his boots caked with red clay, his jeans streaked with
the same, watching the teller count out his monthly pay.
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By Genny Ross-Barons. Find out about Genny’s life in Roatan, Honduras by reading her blog Roatan Vortex.
Follow her on Twitter at @roatanvortex.
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LITERATURA
SOLA

“It was inevitable: the scent of bitter

almonds always reminded him of the fate of unrequited love,”
Gabriel Garcia Marquez begins his Love In the Time of Cholera,
and at that very moment I, too, fell in love.

name and tells me where to place the stress of the word. EK-tor.
I don’t mind his corrections. Quite the opposite. He shows me
over and over like a military leader the difference in rhythm
between Latin America and the America where I grew up.

I read everything Marquez wrote, then moved on to Isabel
Allende, Mario Vargas Llosa, Julio Cortazar, Clarice Lispector and
any other Latin American writer I could find. But I read them all
in English.
The world they write about intrigues me. It is dirty, hidden, true
to nature and filled with a violence and intensity of love unique
to this part of the planet. In their universes, ghosts are more real
than the living, animals speak and the most forbidden part of
the soul is just what they call daily life.
I moved to Latin American to live in this world by first living in
the language.
Turns out in Spanish, a human being can never be late. The bus
can be late. The hour can be late, but a human being? Never. At
least that is what Hector, my Spanish professor has been trying
to drum into my head every time I apologize for being tarde.
Then he corrects me when I pronounce the “H” sound of his
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By Leigh Shulman. On her blog, The Future is Red, Leigh discusses art, travel and writing that inspires her.
Follow her on Twitter at @thefutureisred.
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LA SOLA
FAMILIA

I’m an anthropologist. I have a degree in

observation and theory concoction, and over my many years in
Chile, I’ve done a lot of both. Many foreigners complain about
how hard it is to make real friends with Chileans. Pero lógico.
We’re outsiders. We’re out of context. We have few—or no social
networks—yet when we reach out to others for friendship, we
are perplexed when it is not reciprocated. Don’t take it to heart.
It’s not that Chileans are not interested in you; they just don’t
have time. Their dance cards are already full.
It all starts with babies. Young parents in the US know that
they must nurture their infants into responsible, self-reliant
individuals who walk through this world with confidence,
people ready to lend a hand, but not ask for one; people who
will work hard and live a productive life.
In Latin America, however, parents know they must raise
responsible members of the group, people who know that
the group is a safety net that comes with privileges and
responsibilities. That they can stumble and the group will be
there to break the fall. That what happens to one member of
the group affects them all. That no one stands alone—nor
would they want to.



Group loyalty is utterly important in Chile, and everyone has
concentric circles of participation in and responsibility toward
groups formed over the course of a lifetime. Family is the inner,
core circle that comes with Sunday dinners, inter-generational
birthday parties, full-clan vacations, cousins as best friends,
enormous weddings with every member of the bride and
groom’s extended families, and so on.
Then comes school. Children meet in pre-K and remain
together until graduation. That’s 14 years of birthday parties,
class outings, and shared trials, tribulations, and mutual
personality shaping. They are not only painstakingly molded
and tightly bonded, but their families are as well. And while
they may or may not be true friends at the end, their lives are
intertwined forever. Social networking par excellence—no
Facebook required.
Then on to college. More group indoctrination. Everyone in the
same major takes the same courses in the same order: Monday
morning, biology. Wednesday afternoon, Physics. Friday night,
party at Pablo’s. Another tight group is formed.
And then marriage—an intersection of two social circles and
the formation of another. So that gringa friend? She’s great!
Let’s get together sometime… but oh, Friday is my cousin’s

By Margaret Snook. Her blog, Cachando Chile takes an inside-out, quasi-analytical look at life in Chile with
a little bit of humor, an occasional rant, and a lot of love. She is working on an alternative cultural guide to
Santiago. Follow Margaret on Twitter at @cachandochile.
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LA FAMILIA (continued)

birthday. Saturday? Sorry, my niece’s christening. On Sunday we always go to my grandmother’s. Monday? I’m going shopping
with my mother. Tuesday? Getting together with friends from school. Wednesday? Taking my uncle’s dog to the vet. Thursday?
Parent-teacher night at my kids’ school. Friday? The whole family is going to the beach for the weekend.
See what I mean? Dance card’s full…
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LA
SOLA
VIDA

No one has ever said that I am one to
make subtle or small changes.

Up until almost two years ago, I was living the “American
dream”. Too bad it wasn’t my dream. I had accumulated over
time an obnoxiously huge house, two cars, all the toys, a walkin closet full of clothes, three bright and talented kids involved
in every activity known to man…and all the bills and stress and
emptiness that can sometimes come with it. I was so afraid that
I was raising my kids to think that this lifestyle was normal or
desired.

crystal clear trout stream running through the front yard…for
less than $200US a month. And from there I watched my kids
begin to have the childhood I had always envisioned for them.
Days that used to be spent in the minivan, (in a booster seat, no
less, wow that seems weird now) being shuttled back and forth

So I did the only thing that made sense to me at the time - I
sold or gave away everything to move the family to the middle
of the Andes in Patagonia, Argentina. In my head it somehow
seemed like it was the only rational thing to do to save my
sanity and to once again have life breathed into my spirit. (The
grandparents reaction…well that’s a whole other article).
So off we went. Everyone in the family got one suitcase and one
backpack of belongings, and we arrived in El Bolson, Argentina
with no Spanish and not a whole lot of money in the bank. But
I hadn’t slept better in years. I was able to rent a house on 20
acres in the Andes, with apple and plum trees, with a turquoise,



from school to soccer to horse lessons to scheduled playdate
to dance, blah blah blah, were now being spent climbing those
fruit trees. They gathered fruit which they then strung up to

By Cathy Brown. She writes about the (hilarious, wonderful, and sometimes frustrating as hell) reality of
expat life in Central and South America. Follow her on Twitter at @LatinAmerExpats. Connect with other Latin
America expats on her Facebook Fan Page. Find out about her epic quest to climb Aconcagua in Argentina to
raise money for medical care for kids in Guatemala.
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LA VIDA (continued)

dry to give to the neighbors as gifts. They had the Andes as their playground, with endless numbers of hidden spots to make forts
from.
They fished. We rented a horse for $40 a month (which included all of the medical and care), and they explored the mountains.
They had to walk 4km to school everyday, somehow uphill both ways, (seriously!), in snow, rain, or sun. The days were busy, but
every ounce of pleasure was extracted out of every moment. The air was fresh, the water pure, the food from the land, and they
had a mom who was truly happy for the first time in a long time.
The kids may not fully appreciate the gift of this relaxed childhood yet. But I couldn’t help but smile one day when someone from
back in the US asked my five year old what he had done since being in Argentina. He nonchalantly replied “Oh, nothing. Um..let’s
see…we trekked through the Andes, we went white water rafting a bunch, we hitchhiked Patagonia, Stella joined the circus, we
got a horse, I learned Spanish really good…” . Haha, you know, not much, really..
It’s crazy to me to think that all it took was some plane tickets and a pile of conviction about how I wanted to raise my kids to go
from the emptiness and the stress I was feeling before to the joy and vibrancy I am feeling now. In hindsight, it was a thousand
times more simple to leave everything behind to move the family abroad than it was to live unfulfilled in the US.
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HAPPINESS
SOLA

She was dancing with an imaginary

partner when I saw her, the ancient, barefoot Maya woman
dressed in once-colorful hand-woven traje. Her eyes were
closed as she did her perky little two-step across the smooth
flagstone of Antigua’s Parque Central to the bright rhythm
of the marimba, blissfully oblivious to the oddness of her
appearance.
In the eyes of the tourists
gathered around the
prestigious, suit-and-tiewearing Marimba Antigua
ensemble, she was a bit
pitiful; her thin black hair was
tied tightly back in a greasy
tail, her feet were cracked and
calloused and she carried the
faint scent of a street person.
Most looked quickly away.
But I saw a hint of a Mona Lisa
smile on her lips and watched
her for a while, fascinated,
before moving on.



That image has come back to me as I cross the Latin American
continent, and I see the dancer’s counterparts everywhere:
people with no rational reason to dance.
From Mexico to Argentina, the vast variety of culture and
geography can be overwhelming; finding commonalities is
not easy, aside from the Spanish language. But one thing that
continues to draw me back to Latin America, the singular
characteristic
I’ve found that rises above class, race, attitude or latitude, is a
word that doesn’t have a precise English counterpart: alegría.
That particular propensity for joyfulness – sometimes bordering
on unreasonable – is as evident in the tin-shack barrios and
the clay-hut villages as it is in the high-class enclaves of the
cities. I don’t mean to say that people are partying around the
clock, only that enjoying life, regardless of the circumstances,
seems to be seen as a right and a responsibility that transcends
economic circumstance. It’s the same instinct that plants
flowers in the tiny spaces in front of those tin shacks and clay
huts. Beauty is not the sole prerogative of the wealthy in Latin
America, nor is joy.

By Tracy L. Barnett. Read The Road Less Traveled for the latest on Tracy’s wanderings off the beaten trail, with
an emphasis on social, cultural and environmental insights. Check out The Esperanza Project for profiles of the
people and groups she meets along the way who are working towards a more sustainable world. Follow her on
Twitter @thirstyboots07 and @Esperanzaprojec.
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KINDNESS
SOLA

“The people of the department of

Amazones are the kindest in Peru,” said the driver who had
just picked us up. I was sitting in the back seat of his pickup,
munching on a sweet banana his friend had offered me, and my
husband Rob and another backpacking friend were nestled in
the bed with various construction equipment.
We were hitchhiking because
although the area around
Chachapoyas is full of fascinating
ruins, it’s sorely lacking in
infrastructure for the few tourists
who make it there. The entire trip had
become a lesson in the kindness of
strangers.
We’d just returned from our 6-hour
hike to Gocta waterfall, and our guide
Señora Teo had invited us to her café
for home-grown pineapple juice. “Cortesia de la casa,” she said,
pouring us seconds. “Para que tienen buenos recuerdos del Perú
y regresan.” (Courtesy of the house, so that you all have good
memories of Peru and return). Her husband put on a CD of local
music to entertain us while she asked us about our families.



It had been a rough hike, no thanks to the generosity we’d
experienced the night before at the hands of Señor Pepe.
We’d been walking down a dark Chachapoyas street looking
for dinner when we heard a quiet, pleasant drawl ask, “Que
buscais?” (What are you looking for?)
A restaurant, I answered, and the man
in the door began a discourse on good
local restaurants, local history, and his
door, which was one of the oldest doors
in Chachapoyas. He invited us to admire
the door, and we did. He invited us
inside to admire his old Spanish house,
then disappeared to grab us a drink.
He returned with what looked like a
small white enamelware watering pot,
and a single tiny shot glass. He poured
himself a shot, then handed the pot to
our friend, who looked at it warily, uncertain as to whether he
was expected to drink from it.
Pepe raised his glass. “To meeting you all tonight,” he said, and
drank. He handed the glass to our friend, who poured a shot

By Jessie Kwak. Find out about Jessie’s travels off-the-beaten track in South America on Unpaved South
America. Follow her on Twitter at @UnpavedSA.
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KINDESS (continued)

and passed the pot around the circle.
I set the pot on the table, but Pepe poured himself another shot, then handed the pot to our friend once more. “No hay primero sin
segundo,” he said over his protests. (There’s no first without a second.)
His cousin arrived, and after a third shot, good conversation, and many exhortations to return to his house day or night, we were
set back out on the street a little less clearheaded than before.
So it was fortunate that it was so easy to catch a ride in Amazonas. After a quick detour to show us some petroglyphs of
questionable authenticity, our driver left us at his turnoff to await another ride. Five minutes later we were on our way again in a
small suburban. It doesn’t quite feel like hitchhiking when you get picked up by the first car that has room for you, but that’s just
how things go in Amazonas.
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COOL
SOLA

I recently wrote a story called “The 6
Best Hotels You’ll Never Stay In,” which focused on several
architecturally significant properties that, while still standing,
no longer function as hotels. I felt pangs of frustration while
writing the piece, knowing that
I would never experience the
glamour of former hotspots like the
El Ponce InterContinental in Puerto
Rico or the Hotel Crillon in Lima,
Peru.
Apparently other people felt the
same way after reading my story,
based on some of the reactions I
got. So I decided to put together
a list of Latin American hotels that
still exude their original mid-20thcentury modern cool — and, just
as importantly, are still available to
welcome style-seeking travelers. Here are five of my favorites,
culled from travels around the hemisphere.
1. Grande Hotel de Ouro Preto, Ouro Preto, Brazil: The
work of Brazil’s most famous architect, Oscar Niemeyer, is a
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seductively curving structure with views of the city’s historic
center.
2. Hotel Habana Riviera, Havana, Cuba: Opened by mobster
Meyer Lanski in 1956, the Habana Riviera is a classic example of
Havana’s past role as the Caribbean’s most sophisticated 20thcentury getaway.
3. La Concha, a Renaissance Resort, San Juan, Puerto Rico:
This 1958 showplace of tropical modern architecture got a new
lease on life when it reopened in 2008, and is one of the city’s
hottest hotels.
4. Hotel Boca Chica, Acapulco, Mexico: The best place
to soak in 1950s-era glamour in Mexico’s original jet-set
destination, the Boca Chica reopened in 2010 following an
extensive renovation and a healthy injection of style from
Grupo Habita, Mexico’s leading trendy hotelier.
5. Tamanaco InterContinental, Caracas, Venezuela:
Launched in 1953, this iconic property sits like an open “V” on a
prized hillside location in the Las Mercedes district. Continued
renovations have kept the property high on the list of the
city’s most prominent hotels, with a scenic pool and extensive
options for dining and entertainment.

By Mark Chesnut. LatinFlyer.com is Mark’s outlet for his love of traveling to Latin America. Mark writes for a
variety of travel publications, including Business Traveler, Latin Trade and Travel + Leisure Mexico. Follow him
on Twitter at @LatinFlyermag.
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MUSICA
SOLA

I have a crazy, crazy affection for love
songs in Spanish.
Like country music ballads in English, love songs in Spanish
are often bad, and for all the same reasons: the lyrics teeter
on the line between the bad-luck-streak-believable and the
totally hyperbolic. The barely contained emotion tremors in
the overwrought note that’s held just a little too long. The
harmonies are predictable. I know all this, but still...
Here in Mexico City, the musical backdrop of my days is the
local love song station. Every respectable town in Latin America
has such a station, preferably with at least one segment a day
that invites guests--mostly women--to call in, share their tales
of woe, ask for some pithy advice from a DJ who’s surely not
qualified to serve as an ad hoc psychologist, and then wait for
a song hand-selected either to reflect the caller’s own pain or
inspire her way out of it.
I listen to the same track of sappy songs play over and over day
and night without tiring of their drama.
And in between my current favorites I begin to feel my way into
being a local. Is the DJ is giving instructions for stretching and
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taking deep breaths? It must be 3 PM. Is the DJ directing his
comments to drivers? Must be rush hour. “It’s raining outside,”
the deep, fatherly voice says softly. “Drive carefully; respect your
life and one another.” I listen as the car horns on my street beep,
many of them elaborated with their own customized tunes. At
7 PM, it’s Luis Miguel hour-- again (there’s also a Luis Miguel
hour at 9 AM)--and though I’m no Luis Miguel fan, I begin to
understand, slowly, why he’s so important and loved in Mexico.
In the U.S., I think, we
don’t have a relationship
with the radio like
people in many other
countries do. As iPods
and downloadable music
become our norm, who
needs the radio? It’s even
hard to argue for local
stations anymore... they’re
quickly disappearing as
big media buys them all
up, syndicates programs,
and leaves listeners in
the dark about what’s
happening in their own
back yards.

By Julie Schwietert Collazo. When not performing her duties as managing editor of Matador Network, Julie
blogs on Collazo Projects about the social, political, cultural and artistic aspects of life in the Americas. She’s a
contributing writer to Fodor’s Puerto Rico and Fodor’s Caribbean. Follow her on Twitter at @collazoprojects.
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MUSICA (continued)

Around the world, however, radios have been critical instruments not just for the diffusion of music, but also for society building-and destructing. Radios have been used for spreading ideology and propaganda, faith, and have even incited entire communities
to take up arms against one another. For better or worse, there’s little that makes a place more local than its music and its radio
culture. It’s easy to forget that in the United States, where you’ll hear the same canned tunes and ads as you criss-cross from one
state to another, but that’s all I have time for now....it’s Luis Miguel hour.

2
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BI-HEMISPHERICALITY
SOLA
I am sure you feel like you need an
explanation.

Where have I been? What have I been doing? More importantly,
WHERE am I? Well, I am in Washington for the summer, enjoying
mi bi-hemisphericality (yes, it is a lifestyle choice).
While enjoying my blazing fast internet speed recently, I read
a blog post from blogger Brendan van Son about all the things
he won’t miss about South America and my first thought was
that I had to agree with many of them. While life in Buenos
Aires is different than in many
parts of South America (ie you
don’t usually have to worry about
the lettuce there), there are still a
tons of things he mentioned that I
found myself agreeing with.
But in my nearly two months back
in North America, I also find myself
missing a ton of things.
So here it goes... Five things I miss
about Buenos Aires:



1. My Friends. Wandering expat and porteños alike, I have

an amazing and supportive group of friends in Buenos Aires.
It’s not that I don’t love my friends in North America or the
rest of the world (I love you all). Maybe it’s about me and the
place I was in when I met my BsAs posse – I feel this wonderful
connection, this ability to say and be myself unlike I have with
many people I know in other parts of the world.

2. The loose concept of time. As one learns quickly in

Latin America, time is a different concept in those parts. Latin
time is a flexible, adjustable, whim driven concept. Planning?
Pshaw! Por que? While at first this drove my type A self insane
(getting an invite for a huge party two days before? Whhhatt?) ,
I have found myself frustrated with my overscheduled life (and
the lives of others) since I am back in the north. Scheduling
things two to three weeks in advance is the norm. “But hell, I
could jet off to Paris in the morning”, I think sometimes when
putting something on my schedule a month ahead of time. I
miss the whimsical nature of deciding today what I want today,
instead of focusing on the future in the present.

3. New experiences. I am back in the city where I have

lived on and off for more than a decade. Sure, there are new
people, new places, new things happening everywhere. The US

By Jill Greenberg. Read First World White Girl for the latest on how Jill, a professonal freelance writer, divides
her life between Washington, D.C. and Buenos Aires.
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BI-HEMISPHERICALITY (continued)
has changed more in the last two years than in the last two decades, but the changes are merely a raindrop in a storm compared
to the rollercoaster life in Latin America. Maybe my standards have changed, maybe I am lazy, but I just feel like it is easier to walk
around with my blinders on in a place that feels like an old pair of shoes.

4. Facturas. No, not my bills. Pastries. These are the most delicious, melt in your mouth snacks that induce an immediate gut
reaction to run to the gym afterwards. They are sugary sweet and I love and miss them.
5. Speaking Spanish everyday. Some days I adored it as the rrrrr’s rolled from my tongue efforrrtlessly. Other days it was a

nightmare – no one understood what the hell I was saying, I felt deaf, dumb and mute as people looked at me like I was a moron.
But the struggle was delicious and gave me more confidence and sense of accomplishment than arguing with a Senator and
winning.
Ok, now the nostalgia is killing me. Will just have to turn on some tango and read some Julio Cortazár for relief.
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